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S treaming music over the Internet, or what
otherwise is known as webcasting or Internet radio, has
the potential to become the single most revolutionary
means of music transmission ever developed.' In order to
appreciate the potential impact of Internet radio, it is helpful
to understand that Internet radio has the ability to venture
far beyond the at-home personal computer that is tethered
to a wall and logged-on to the Internet. With advances in
wireless broadband technologies, such as wireless fidelity
orWi-Fi,2 and the growing availability of Internet content
via mobile devices,' Internet radio will soon become widely
available on mobile phones,4 PDA's,5 digital audio receivers'
and other electronic accessories.7 Simply put, Internet
radio is a new medium that is global by nature, easily
accessible and positioned to play a significant role in the
future of music.8
The steady emergence of Internet radio benefits
consumers as well as the overall music industry.' Internet
radio offers consumers the ability to listen, not only to
any conventional AM/FM broadcast radio station
retransmitted over the Internet, but also to thousands of
Internet-only radio stations from around the world, free
of charge.'" The net result is that listeners gain increased
choice and an alternative to the tightly programmed
commercial broadcast radio station playlist. Internet radio
websites further enhance the consumer experience by
displaying the title of the song being played along with the
title of the album and the featured recording artist.
Increasingly, Internet radio sites also include a picture of
the album cover artwork as well as a"click-to-buy" button,
which gives listeners the ability to sample and purchase
physical compact discs or legally download music. These
multimedia features enhance consumer satisfaction and
increase music sales.
Record labels, recording artists, music publishers,
composers and songwriters also benefit from the growing
popularity of Internet radio. Internet radio offers these
groups a cost-efficient means to globally market, promote
and distribute music, which can lead to greater exposure,
creative new business opportunities and most importantly,
new revenue sources. By supporting Internet radio as a
legitimate means of promotion, record labels can save a
portion of the estimated $150 million a year they spend
to obtain commercial broadcast radio airplay for their
recording artists."' Furthermore, as a result of the newly
created digital performance right,' 2 record labels and
recording artists now earn performance royalty fees when
their copyrighted sound recordings are streamed over
the Internet-royalties, incidentally, that neither record
labels nor recording artists currently earn when their
copyrighted sound recordings are played byAM/FM radio
stations over the airways. Similarly, music publishers,
composers and songwriters earn performance royalty fees
when Internet radio stations stream their copyrighted
works over the Internet. Internet radio also presents the
opportunity to earn collateral revenue from the sale of
downloadable music, downloadable "ringtones" and other
music-related goods and services. 3
Likewise, companies and advertisers benefit from
the advent of Internet radio. Internet radio utilizes dynamic
new media technology that is capable of efficiently
advertising, marketing and promoting a variety of products
and services.4 Internet radio makes it possible to surgically
target an upscale, technology-savvy and increasingly
multicultural demographic in a quantifiable or so-called
"measurable" fashion.' Also, because Internet radio is a
relatively new medium, companies and advertisers can
Durchase advertisine spots for a fraction of what it costs
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to purchase traditional print, television and AM/FM radio
spots. 6
Notwithstanding the above-mentioned benefits,
whether the truly revolutionary possibilities of Internet radio
come to fruition depend largely on finding a compromise to
the current controversy between the Recording Industry
Association ofAmerica ("RIAA") and webcasters. This article
attempts to enhance the likelihood of a compromise between
the affected parties and foster the development of Internet
radio by providing context to the controversy and clarifying
some of the notoriously complex issues raised by streaming
copyrighted sound recordings over the Internet. To this end,
Section I identifies the two main parties at the center of the
tension, the RIAA and webcasters, and highlights the issues
at the core of the current controversy. Section II describes
the distinction between musical works and sound recordings,
defines the digital performance right, elaborates on the
history of the digital performance right and discusses what
the implications are for webcasters. Section III identifies the
royalty rates and terms that webcasters are required to
comply with in order to legally stream copyrighted sound
recordings over the Internet. Section IV highlights some of
the consequences the current royalty rate and term structure
is having on the nascent webcasting industry. Lastly, Section
V concludes by suggesting that legislators and the affected
parties should: (a) rework the current royalty rate and term
structure, (b) charge webcasters the same or less than
commercial AM/FM radio stations for the right to stream
copyrighted sound recordings over the Internet, (c) create a
general or broadcast performance right for copyright owners
of sound recordings and (d) continue to work with foreign
lawmakers and organizations to harmonize intellectual
property laws across national borders.
A. The Parties: The RIAA and
The RIAA is a trade group that represents the United
States ("U.S.") recording industry. The RIAA is perceived to
primarily represent the interests of the five major music
conglomerates-Bertelsmann Music Group, EMI Music, Sony
Music, Universal Music Group and Warner Music Group
(known as the "Majors"),' 7 as opposed to the interests of
the thousands of smaller independent record labels.
Consequently, it is important to observe that the current
controversy is not necessarily between all record companies,
recording artists and webcasters. Rather, the controversy is
more accurately described as being between the Majors,
represented by the RIAA, and webcasters.
Webcasters of Internet radio stations are similar to
broadcasters of AM/FM radio stations, but instead of playing
music over the airways, webcasters stream music over the
Internet. A webcaster is legally defined as "a Licensee, other
than a Commercial Broadcaster, Non-CPB, Non-Commercial
Broadcaster or Business Establishment Service, that makes
eligible non-subscription transmissions of digital audio
programming over the Internet through a Web Site."' 8
Translated, this definition means that webcasters: (I) are
individuals and entities, otherwise known as services, (2) do
not own and operate an AM/FM radio station, (3) operate
for-profit, (4) do not allow listeners to receive a custom
transmission, (5) do not require a fee in order to receive
their transmission, (6) stream digital or other non-analog
format, audio-only sound recordings that are transmitted
and received beyond the place from which they are sent and
(7) stream sound recordings for entertainment purposes and
not to sell, advertise or promote particular goods or services
over the Internet ("Webcaster(s)").
Webcasting is made possible by a process called
'streaming." The streaming process utilizes encoding
software, otherwise known as a codec, 9 which compresses
and converts audio content into a streaming format. Next,
a server makes the stream available over the Internet. Finally,
decoding software, usually in the form of an audio player,
retrieves, decompresses and translates the stream into the
sounds heard by the listener.
20 Unlike downloading,2'
streaming merely plays music in a continuous stream and
does not permanently store music files on the end user's
computer or receiver.2
The Issues
The issues at the core of the current controversy
between the RIAA and Webcasters revolve around the
positions taken in response to the following two questions:
Question I: Should Webcasters be charged a fee for
the right to stream copyrighted sound recordings over
the Internet when commercial AM/FM radio stations
are not charged a similar fee for the right to play the
same copyrighted sound recordings over the airways?
Question 2: If it is concluded, as it appears to be, that
Webcasters should be charged a fee for the right to
stream copyrighted sound recordings over the
Internet, then, how much should Webcasters be
charged?
Not surprisingly, the battle lines have been drawn,
generally speaking, between those that own copyrighted
sound recordings and those that want to stream copyrighted
sound recordings. Consequently, the RIAA, whose members
create, manufacture and distribute approximately 90% of the
sound recordings produced and sold in the U.S., believes
that Webcasters should be charged a fee for the right to
stream copyrighted sound recordings over the Internet.23
At the same time,Webcasters do not believe that they should
be charged a fee for the right to stream copyrighted sound
recordings over the Internet when commercialAM/FM radio
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stations are not charged a similar fee. Webcasters contend
that this dual policy puts them at a competitive disadvantage.
Notwithstanding the debate, Congress has already decided
thatWebcasters should be charged and that commercial AM/
FM radio stations should not be charged.24 As a result, the
most significant issues now are: how much should Webcasters
be charged and what recordkeeping requirements should
they be required to satisfy?
AL Backgrot.nd: The Distinction
Between Muskca Wor°ks and So~md
Record[gs
To understand the controversy between the RIAA
and Webcasters, it is important to ditinguish between musical
works and sound recordings. When an individual composes
and records music,that individual creates two properties, each
with its own set of exclusive rights and privileges.2" The first
property created is the actual written musical composition,
which includes both written lyrics and instrumental
arrangements ("Musical Work(s)"). The second property
created is the actual recorded performance of the Musical
Work ("Sound Recording(s)").2 1 Music publishing companies,
composers and songwriters typically own the copyrights to
the Musical Works and record companies and musicians
typically own the copyrights to the Sound Recordings.
In the U.S., copyright owners of Musical Works have
the exclusive right to publicly perform their copyrighted
Musical Works.2 ' Therefore, anyone wanting to legally
perform a copyrighted Musical Work in or to the public must
obtain permission, in the form of a license and pay the
associated fees. It is important to keep in mind that the
concept of "performance" includes both live performances
and the playing of recorded performances that are fixed in
records, videotapes, films and other tangible mediums of
expressionY.2 Consequently, a license is required in order to
legally perform a copyrighted Musical Work at a live concert
or to play recorded performances of Musical Works (e.g.,
compact discs) in or to the public, such as overAM/FM radio
airways or over retail store sound systems. To facilitate the
licensing process, each copyright owner of a Musical Work
becomes a member of one of the U.S. performing rights
societies, 9 namely, the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers ("ASCAP"); Broadcast Music Inc.
("BMI") or SESAC, Inc. ("SESAC").These organizations issue
blanket licenses and collect fees on behalf of their members
for the right to publicly perform the Musical Works in their
repertory.
By contrast, copyright owners of Sound Recordings
do not enjoy the same broad exclusive right to publicly
perform their copyrighted Sound Recordings that copyright
owners of Musical Works possess.3" This anomaly is
attributed to the effective lobbying efforts of broadcasters
when Sound Recordings first became protected by U.S.
federal copyright law in 1971 .3 It was at this time that the
U.S. Congress chose not to grant a public performance right
to copyright owners of Sound Recordings. Furthermore,
the U.S. has neither signed the Rome Convention,32 which
grants a limited broadcast performance right to copyright
owners of Sound Recordings, nor has the U.S. signed any
other international treaty that
would compel U.S. AM/FM radio
stations to recognize a public
:a performance right for Sound
- Recordings 3
Therefore, unlike in most
e every other country, 4 anyone in
the U.S. can publicly perform
copyrighted Sound Recordings
D without having to obtain a license
from, or pay a royalty fee to, the
copyright owners of Sound
Recordings. In other words, in the
U.S., record labels and musicians do not earn royalties when
their recordings are played to the public. Most notablyAM/
FM radio stations are not required to obtain licenses nor
are they required to pay royalty fees in order to play
copyrighted Sound Recordings over the airways. Due to
certain legislative actions, 5 however, this is no longer the
case in the digital world. Now, copyright owners of Sound
Recordings have what is known as the digital performance
right.
e Th "ed
Section 106(6) of the U.S. Copyright Act grants
copyright owners of Sound Recordings the exclusive right to
publicly perform their copyrighted Sound Recordings by
means of a digital audio transmission ("Digital Performance
Right").3 6 A digital audio transmission is a digital or other
non-analog format, audio-only Sound Recording that is
transmitted and received beyond the place from which it is
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sent ("Digital AudioTransmission"). 7 Consequently, services
that stream copyrighted Sound Recordings over the Internet,
satellite networks or digital cable systems must obtain
permission from the appropriate copyright owners.
Furthermore, because the Digital Performance Right is
exclusive, copyright owners are free to license their Sound
Recordings on their own terms. This exclusive performance
right, however, is subject to certain statutory limitations.
These limitations include two new compulsory licenses that,
once obtained, allow Webcasters to perform copyrighted
Sound Recording in exchange for a fixed royalty fee. 8
C. History of the Digital
Performance Right
Copyright owners of Sound Recordings obtained the
current Digital Performance Right as a result of two
amendments to the U.S. Copyright Act,39 which are known
as the Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of
1995 ("DPRSRA") 4° and the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act of 1998 ("DMCA").
4
1
The DPRSRA, among other things, granted the first
ever Digital Performance Right to copyright owners of Sound
Recordings by adding Section 106(6) to Title 17 of the U.S.
Copyright Act.42 In addition to establishing the Digital
Performance Right, the DPRSRA exempted certain
transmissions, including the nonsubscription transmission of
Sound Recordings.43 A nonsubscription transmission is a
transmission that does not require the listener to pay a fee
in order to receive the transmission.44 The majority of
Webcasters do not charge a fee in order to receive their
transmission. Therefore, the DPRSRA apparently exempted
mostWebcasters from complying with the DPRSRA.41 As a
result,Webcasters began to operate under what they believed
was an exemption from the DPRSRA, which meant an
exemption from having to obtain a license and pay royalty
fees for the right to stream copyrighted Sound Recordings
over the Internet.46 The RIAA, however, hotly contested
this position and argued thatWebcasters were not exempt
from the DPRSRA and were required to obtain a license
and pay royalty fees.47 Notwithstanding the positions taken,
the dispute was ultimately resolved with the passage of the
DMCA.
The DMCA, among other things, resolved the dispute
concerning the proper treatment of Webcasters by doing
two things. First, the DMCA eliminated the DPRSRA
exemption for nonsubscription transmissions.48 Second, the
DMCA expanded the compulsory licensing scheme to include
"eligible nonsubscription transmissions. ' 49  Eligible
nonsubscription transmissions are non-interactive, digital
audio transmissions, which do not require a subscription
and exist for entertainment purposes and not to sell,
advertise or promote a particular good or service.A0 Note
that Webcasters fall within this definition. Therefore, since
Webcasters fall within the definition of eligible
nonsubscription transmissions,Webcasters can qualify for a
compulsory license and stream copyrighted Sound
Recordings in exchange for paying a set royalty fee. The
primary benefits of obtaining a compulsory license are that
copyright owners of Sound Recordings cannot stop
Webcasters from streaming their copyrighted works, and
Webcasters know in advance how much it will cost them to
stream copyrighted Sound Recordings over the Internet.
D. Implications forWebcasters: The
Compulsory License Requirement
The current Digital Performance Right has two
primary implications for Webcasters. First,Webcasters are
now, without question, subject to the U.S. Copyright Act
and any subsequent implementing regulations and
agreements. Second,Webcasters are now required to either
voluntarily negotiate individual licenses for each and every
copyrighted Sound Recording streamed over the Internet
or to comply with the compulsory licensing scheme
established in the DMCA. As a practical matter, however,
mostWebcasters will comply with the compulsory licensing
scheme because it is inefficient to voluntarily negotiate
individual licenses.
The DMCA compulsory licensing scheme includes
two new licenses. The first new
compulsory license is a Sound
Recording performance license
(known as a "Section 114"
license)."' The Section 114
license gives Webcasters the legal
-p right to perform or transmit
copyrighted Sound Recordings
over the Internet in exchange for
a set fee. The second new
compulsory license is an
ephemeral recording license
(known as a "Section 1 12"
license).,2 The Section I 12 license givesWebcasters the legal
right to make ephemeral or non-permanent reproductions
of copyrighted Sound Recordings for the sole purpose of
facilitating the transmission of Sound Recordings in exchange
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for a set fee. 3 Therefore, if Webcasters want to stream
copyrighted Sound Recordings over the Internet without
obtaining individual licenses for each copyrighted Sound
Recording streamed, they must obtain both a Section 114
and a Section I 12 license and pay the associated fixed fees.
Furthermore, in order to qualify for the Section 114
and Section 112 compulsory licenses,Webcasters must satisfy
a series of technical prerequisites that are outlined in the
DMCA.5 4 The technical prerequisites include the following:
I. Sound Recording Performance Complement. A
Webcaster must comply with the "sound recording
performance complement," which prohibits a
Webcaster from transmitting within any given three-
hour period: (A) more than three different songs from
the same album if more than two such songs are trans-
mitted consecutively or (B) four different songs by
the same artist (or four different songs from the same
compilation) if more than three such songs are trans-
mitted consecutively.
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2. No Prior Announcements. A Webcaster must not
publish an advance program schedule that discloses:
(i) the titles of specific songs, (ii) the names of the
albums or (iii) the names of the artists to be transmitted
(with exception).
3. Programming Rules. A Webcasters' programming
must also comport with the following rules:
(a). Archived Programming.An archived program
must be at least five-hours long and cannot be made
available for more than two weeks; 6
(b). Looped Programming. A continuously looped
program must be at least three-hours long. 7
(c). Rebroadcast Programming. A rebroadcast of
an identifiable program that contains songs, which
are played in a predetermined order (other than
an archived or continuous program) and is less
than one-hour in length, can be transmitted no
more than three times in any two-week period
when the program has been publicly announced in
advance (with exception) and no more than four
times in any two-week period when the program
is one-hour or more in length (with exception).
4. Prohibition of False Affiliation.The Webcaster must
not knowingly contemporaneously play or synchronize
a song to visual images in a manner that is likely to
cause confusion as to the affiliation of the copyright
owner of the Sound Recording or the artist with the
Webcaster or a particular product or service.
5. Cooperate to Defeat Scanning.TheWebcaster must
cooperate to prevent (to the extent feasible) listeners
from automatically scanning the Webcasters
transmissions in order to select a particular song to
be transmitted (with exception).
6. Limit Duplication by Recipient. The Webcaster
cannot affirmatively cause or encourage the duplication
of songs and if the Webcaster uses technology that
allows them to limit the ability to duplicate songs
directly in a digital format, the Webcaster must set
such technology to limit the ability to duplicate songs
to the extent permitted by the technology.
7. No Transmission of Bootleg Copies.TheWebcaster
must use Sound Recordings that are legally sold to
the public or authorized for performance by the
copyright owner of the Sound Recording and that are
legally manufactured (with exception).
8. Accommodate Technical Protection Measures.The
Webcaster must accommodate and cannot interfere
with the transmission of technical measures that are
widely used by copyright owners of Sound Recording
to identify or protect copyrighted works if such
measures can be transmitted without imposing
substantial costs on the Webcaster or result in
perceptible aural or visual degradation of the digital
signal (with exception).
9. Transmission of Information. The Webcaster must
display the title of the song, the title of the album and
the featured recording artistto the listener as the song
is being played (with exception). 5'
Once Webcasters determine that they satisfy the
above threshold criteria and qualify for the Section 114 and
Section 112 compulsory licenses, they must then comply
with the appropriate royalty rate and term schedule.
A. General Royalty Rate and Term
Structure
Webcasters are required to comply with the
royalty rates and terms published in the Federal Register by
the U.S. Librarian of Congress ("Librarian") or any otherwise
privately negotiated agreement fashioned with
SoundExchange 9 or individual copyright owners of Sound
Recordings. To date, the Librarian has separately negotiated
and published four different regulations that include various
royalty rate and term schedules for each of seven categories
of services that publicly perform copyrighted Sound
Recordings by means of a Digital Audio Transmission. In
addition, both the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and
satellite radio providers have independently negotiated and
entered into separate agreements with copyright owners of
Sound Recordings via SoundExchange. The terms of these
agreements, however, are not available to the public.
As of this writing, there are royalty rate and term
schedules for nine categories of services. Consequently, in
order to establish what rates and terms apply to a particular
service, each service must be classified as either a: (I) small
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Internet-onlyWebcaster, (2) large Internet-onlyWebcaster,
(3) commercial AM/FM radio station that retransmits
programming over the Internet, (4) noncommercial AM/FM
radio station that retransmits programming over the Internet,
(5) Webcaster that is funded by the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting or is a member of National Public Radio, (6)
preexisting subscription service, (7) new subscription service,
(8) satellite radio provider or a (9) business establishment.
Since this article focuses on Webcasters, the following
section will discuss only the published and agreed upon rates
and terms that affect Webcasters. Thus, this section will
focus on the Determination of Reasonable Rates and Terms for
the Digital Performance of Sound Recordings and Ephemeral
Recordings published on July 8,2002 ("Order"),60 which sets
the rates and terms for Webcasters, among other services,
and the Notice of Agreement Under the Small Webcaster
SettlementAct of 2002 ("Agreement"),61 which sets the rates
and terms for so called eligible small Webcasters.
8 Royalty Rate nd Terms for
ebcasters
(I) The Royalty Rate and Term Setting
Process
Under current law, the process for establishing the
royalty rates and terms is the same for both the Section 114
and Section 112 compulsory license.62 The royalty rates and
terms are determined, if possible, by a voluntary agreement
among the affected parties, 63 and if necessary, through a
compulsory arbitration process conducted pursuant to
Chapter 8 of the U.S. Copyright Act.64 During the initial
rate setting process for Webcasters, the interested parties
were not able to negotiate an agreement so a copyright
arbitration royalty panel ("CARP") was convened to
determine a schedule of rates and terms.6 The first CARP
process began on November 27, 1998, and ended on February
20, 2002, when the CARP made its controversial report to
the U.S. Copyright Office.66 On May 21, 2002, the Librarian,
based upon a recommendation from the U.S. Register of
Copyrights, issued an order rejecting the CARP report.
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The rate and term setting process ultimately ended when
the Librarian published the Order on July 8, 2002.68 The
Order established rates and terms for the retroactive period
beginning October 28, 1998, and ending December 31, 2002.69
On May 20, 2003, the Librarian published a notice
that contained proposed rates and terms for the period
beginning January I, 2003, and ending December 3 I, 2004.70
The Librarian accepted public comment to the proposed
rates and terms until June 19, 2003.71 Unless there is an
objection from a service with a significant interest in the
proceedings that is prepared and eligible to participate in
another CARP proceeding, the Librarian is authorized to
adopt the proposed rates and terms without convening a
second CARP.72 At the time of this writing, the Librarian has
received objections,73 but has not yet determined whether
to convene a second CARP proceeding or to adopt the
proposed rates and terms. In the interim, and until new
rates and terms are established, SoundExchange takes the
position that Webcasters are required to comply with the
rates and terms announced in the Order.74 SoundExchange
further holds that any retroactive adjustments, credits or
additional payments will be made once new royalty rates
and terms are published.7" Therefore, since the first CARP
proceeding was controversial, took over three years to
complete and because SoundExchange is requiring
compliance with the Order until new rates and terms are
published or agreed upon between the affected parties, this
article will discuss the royalty rates and terms under the
existing Order.
It is worth noting that virtually every interest group
that participated in the first CARP proceeding or had a stake
in the outcome openly complained about the process and
the resulting recommendation.76 In fact, the CARP process
and the CARP recommendation were so controversial that
Congressional hearings were held to examine the copyright
royalty and rate setting process.77 At present, most predict
that the 1993 legislation that empowered the Librarian of
Congress to assemble a CARP will be revised in favor of an
alternative rate setting approach. 78 Foreshadowing this event,
on April I, 2003, Rep. Lamar Smith (R-TX), chairman of the
House Subcommittee on Courts,the Internet and Intellectual
Property, heard testimony on the Copyright Royalty and
Distribution Reform Act (H.R. 1417).79 H.R. 1417 is a bill
introduced by Rep. Lamar Smith along with Reps. Howard
Berman (D-CA) and John Conyers, Jr. (D-MI), the ranking
Democrat of the House Judiciary Committee.80 The bill
would replace the CARP process with a permanent Copyright
Judge and two staffers knowledgeable in copyright law.'
(2) Royalty Rates forWebcasters Under
the Order
Until the Librarian publishes a revised Order in the
Federal Register, Webcasters must pay the license royalty
rates outlined in the Order. The current Section 114 license
royalty is fixed at 7/100 of a cent 2 per performance of each
Sound Recording for the retroactive period beginning
October 28, 1998, and ending December 3 1, 2002.83
Furthermore, the Order allows Webcasters to estimate their
total number of performances if the actual number is not
available.' The Order, however, requires that the estimate
be calculated by multiplying the total number of aggregate
tuning hours ("ATH")8" by an assumed fifteen performances
per hour. Therefore, an estimate of the Section 114 License
fee is calculated by multiplying the Webcaster's last ATH (x)
by the assumed number of performances per hour (15) and
then multiplying the resulting figure by the Section 114
License royalty ($0.0007), which will result in identifying the
total monthly Section 114 License fee ("Section 114 License
Fee"). In addition, the Section 112 License royalty is 8.8%
of the total monthly Section 114 License Fee86 ("Section
112 License Fee"). Thus, Webcasters must combine both
the Section 114 License Fee and the Section 112 License
Fee in order to identify how much it will cost to stream
copyrighted Sound Recordings under the Order.
(3) Recordkeeping and Notice
Requirements for Web asters Under
the Order
As of this writing, no final decision has been made as
to the records that Webcasters are required to collect,
maintain and report to copyright owners of Sound
Recordings. On February 7,2002, the U.S. Copyright Office
proposed recordkeeping and notice requirements designed
to give copyright owners of Sound Recording reasonable
notice of the use of their copyrighted works. 7 The U.S.
Copyright Office received comments and reply comments
to the proposed requirements until April 5, 2002, and April
26, 2002, respectively.88 Upon review of the comments, the
U.S. Copyright Office recognized the contentious nature of
the positions taken in response to the proposed regulations
and issued a notice announcing a public roundtable discussion
on the matter.89 The U.S. Copyright Office is currently in
the process of evaluating the merits of the various positions
taken on the issue and is drafting comprehensive final
recordkeeping and notice requirements. In the meantime,
however, the U.S. Copyright Office is preparing to release
interim regulations that are likely to require Webcasters to
maintain and report the following information for a certain
period of time during each calendar quarter:
I. The name of the service submitting the report;
2. The transmission category of the service;90 and
3. For each Sound Recording transmitted by the ser-
vice during the relevant period:
a. the featured recording artist;
b. the Sound Recording title;
c. the name of the record
album containing the sound
recording, if in the possession
of the service, or supplied to
the service, at or before the
time of the performance;
d. the marketing label of the U
Sound Recording, if in the
possession of the service, or
supplied to the service, at or
before the time of the
performance; and
e. the total number of
performances of the Sound Recording during the
relevant reporting period. 9"
Note that the recordkeeping and notice
requirements are another significant source of controversy
between the RIAA and Webcasters. Recordkeeping and
notice requirements are important because excessive
requirements will have a negative impact on the development
of the overall webcasting industry. In fact, due to the time
commitment and various costs associated with data
collection, maintenance and reporting, excessive
requirements can effectively cripple the webcasting industry.92
Therefore, recordkeeping and notice requirements are not
tertiary issues that can be ignored.
C. Royat-y Rates and Ter ms for
Eligible Smal ebcast~ers
(I ) The Royaty Rate and Term Setting
Process
In response to the apparent inability of "small"
Webcasters to pay the excessive royalty rates established in
the Order, Congress passed legislation that led to a voluntarily
negotiated agreement by and between SoundExchange and
the Voice of Webcasters. 93 This Agreement was the
culmination of a lengthy process that started on September
26,2002, when Rep.James Sensenbrenner (R-WI), Chairman
of the Committee on the Judiciary introduced the initial
version of H.R. 5469, known as Relief for Small-Business
Webcasters.94 This bill attempted to impose a six-month
moratorium on the webcasting royalty fees set out in the
Order.9 Reportedly, however, the bill was pulled from a
scheduled vote and shelved because it was opposed by Rep.
John Conyers (D-MI) and was assured defeat.
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Following this event and at the behest of Rep.
Sensenbrenner, the RIAA and representatives from the
webcasting industry embarked on a mission to negotiate a
settlement that could be brought to the floor of the U.S.
House of Representatives ("House") for a vote before the
first webcasting royalty fees became due on October 20,
2002. After seven days of negotiating, the parties involved
reached a compromise and presented a second version of
H.R. 5469 to Rep. Sensenbrenner.This new version of H.R.
5469 was entitled Small WebcastersAmendmentsAct of 2002
("SWAA").97 On October 7, 2002, the SWAA was passed
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by the House in a suspension vote, enabling the House to
bypass the usual committee process and immediately forward
the bill to the U.S. Senate ("Senate"). Despite these efforts
to expedite the process, the SWAA did not reach the Senate
floor before the November 2002 election recess because of
a last-minute hold placed on the bill by U.S. Senator Jesse
Helms (R-NC). 98 This, however, was not the end of H.R.
5469.
Shortly after the November elections but before
the newly elected members started their term, the Senate
began a so-called,"lame duck" session to address immediate
matters of U.S. national security. During this period, Senators
Patrick Leahy (D-VT) and Jesse Helms co-sponsored a third
version of H.R. 5469,which was renamed the SmallWebcaster
Settlement Act of 2002 ("SWSA"). 99 The SWSA was
unanimously passed by the Congress on November 15,
2002,100 and was signed into law by President George W.
Bush on December 4, 2002.'' The SWSA, among other
things, authorized SoundExchange to enter into an agreement
on behalf of all copyright owners of Sound Recordings to
set royalty rates and terms for "small" Webcasters, provided
that the agreement was submitted to the U.S. Copyright
Office by December 15, 2002. '02 On December 13, 2002,
SoundExchange and the Voice of Webcasters submitted a
signed Notification of Agreement Under the Small
Webcasters Settlement Act of 2002 to the Copyright
Office, 0 3 which was ultimately published in the Federal
Register on December 24, 2002.'"
(2) Roya~ty Razes for E~igbe Small
Webcasers Uid ° the Agreement
Webcasters who fall within the definition of an
"eligible small webcaster" may choose to operate in
accordance with the royalty rates and terms set forth in the
Agreement rather than the royalty rates and terms set forth
in the Order. An eligible small webcaster is defined as a
Webcaster that: (I) for the retroactive period beginning
October 28,1998, and ending December 31,2002, has gross
revenues during the period beginning November I, 1998,
and ending June 30, 2002, of not more than $1,000,000; (2)
for 2003,together with its affiliates, has gross revenues during
2003 of not more than $500,000 and (3) for 2004, together
with all affiliates, has gross revenues plus third party
participation revenues from the operation of new
subscription services during 2004 of not more than
$1,250,000 ("Eligible Small Webcaster(s)"). 0 1
Eligible Small Webcasters must pay the following
royalty rates: (I) for the retroactive period beginning on
October 28, 1998, and ending December 31,2002, the royalty
rate shall be eight percent of the Eligible Small Webcaster's
gross revenues during such period, or five percent of the
Eligible Small Webcaster's expenses during such period,
whichever is greater; (2) for 2003 and 2004, the royalty rate
shall be ten percent of the Eligible Small Webcaster's first
$250,000 in gross revenues and twelve percent of any gross
revenues in excess of $250,000 during the applicable year,
or seven percent of the Eligible Small Webcaster's expenses
during the applicable year, whichever is greater.'06 In addition,
it is important to note that the royalty rate payable under
the Section 112 license for any ephemeral reproductions
are deemed included within and to comprise nine percent
of such royalty payments and that royalty payments from
December, 2002 forward are required to be paid on a
monthly basis.107
Notwithstanding the obligation to make the royalty
payments discussed above, Eligible Small Webcasters are
required to pay certain predetermined minimum fees
regardless of their revenue or lack thereof.0 8 The
predetermined minimum royalty fees are as follows: (I) for
the period beginning October 28, 1998, and ending December
3 I, 1998, the minimum fee is $500; (2) for the calendar years
1999 through 2002,the minimum fee is $2,000 for each year
transmissions are made; (3) for the calendar years 2003 and
2004, the minimum fee is $2,000 if the Eligible Small
Webcaster had gross revenues during the immediately
preceding year of not more than $50,000 and expects to
have gross revenues during the applicable year of not more
than $50,000 and (4) for the calendar years 2003 and 2004,
the minimum fee is $5,000 for each year transmissions are
made if the Eligible Small Webcaster had gross revenues
during the immediately preceding year of more than $50,000
or expects to have gross revenues during the applicable year
of more than $50,000.109
(3) Recordkeeping and Notke
Requirements for E~igibln SmaL
W Lbcasters Under the Ageement
Webcasters that qualify as an Eligible Small Webcaster
and elect treatment under the Agreement must also comply
with the recordkeeping and notice requirements outlined in
the Agreement. The Agreement requires that Eligible Small
Webcasters maintain records for each channel they operate
and submit reports of use on a monthly basis." 0 The reports
of use must include the following information for each
copyrighted Sound Recording streamed:
I.The featured recording artist, group or orchestra;
2. The Sound Recording title;
3. The title of the retail album or other product (or, in
the case of compilation albums created for commercial
purposes, the name of the retail album identified by
the Eligible Small Webcaster for purchase of the Sound
Recording);
4. The marketing label of the commercially available
album or other product on which the Sound Recording
is found-
(a) for all albums or other products commercially
released after 2002; and
(b) in the case of albums or other products
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commercially released before 2003, for sixty-
seven percent of the Digital Audio Transmissions
of such pre-2003 releases during 2003 and all of
the Digital Audio Transmissions during 2004;
5. The International Standard Recording Code
("ISRC") embedded in the Sound Recording, if
available-
(a) for all the albums or other products
commercially released after 2002; and
(b) in the case of albums or other products
commercially released before 2003, for fifty percent
of the Eligible Small Webcaster's Digital Audio
Transmissions of such pre-2003 releases during
2003 and for seventy-five percent of such pre-2003
releases during 2004, to the extent that such
information concerning such pre-2003 releases can
be provided using commercially reasonable efforts;
6. The copyright owner information provided in the
copyright notice on the retail album or other product
(e.g., following the symbol (P) (the letter P in a circle)
or, in case of compilation albums created for
commercial purposes, in the copyright notice for the
individual track)-
(a) for all albums or other products commercially
released after 2002; and
(b) in the case of albums or other products
commercially released before 2003,for fifty percent
of Eligible Small Webcaster's transmission of such
pre-2003 releases during 2003 and for seventy-
five percent of an Eligible Small Webcaster's
transmissions of such pre-2003 releases during
2004, to the extent that such information
concerning such pre-2003 releases can be provided
using commercially reasonable efforts;
7.The ATH on a monthly basis, for each channel
provided by the Eligible Small Webcaster as
computed by a recognized industry ratings service
or as computed by the Eligible Small Webcaster
from its server logs;
8. The channel for each transmission of each Sound
Recording; and
9. The start date and time of each transmission of
each Sound Recording.'
IV .Th-osqece h urn
Ro a Rat an Ter Strutur
Most reports predicted that the Order would cause
many Webcasters to go bankrupt or cease streaming and
that there would be a surge of market consolidation." 2 A
report by Jupiter Research noted that the royalty fees
established in the Order could bankrupt Webcasters by
forcing them to pay more to perform songs than they could
recoup in advertising revenue." 3 This prediction was
supported by a BRS Media report showing that the copyright
crises had a direct impact on the number of stations
webcasting and that for the first time since 1995, when BRS
Media began tracking Internet radio, U.S. based stations
represented less then fifty percent of the stations
webcasting." 4 BRS Media also reported that well over one
thousand U.S. stations ceased streaming due to the current
copyright issues." 5 Thus, although difficult to quantify, it
appears that the widespread speculation was correct.
There is also a growing trend of market consolidation.
For example, KPIG, the first commercial FM radio station to
stream its programming over the Internet, announced in July,
2002, that it was going to suspend its Internet simulcasts
because it could not afford to pay the webcasting royalty
fees." 6 Following this announcement, in September, 2002,
KPIG returned to the Internet, not as a free Internet radio
station, but rather as part of Real Networks' subscription
service." 7 Now, subscribers to RadioOne RadioPass can
listen to KPIG and over fifty other Internet radio channels
for $5.95 per month." 8 Likewise, in what is seen as another
example of the rapid changes and consolidation occurring in
the digital radio space,Vivendi Universal Net USA ("VUNet
USA") and Radio Free Virgin ("RFV") announced a
partnership to launch customized radio channels on several
of VUNet USA's online music properties, which include
RollingStone.com, Emusic.com,TruSonic.com, GetMusic.com
and MP3.com. One reporter remarked that"[i]t was only a
matter of time before congressionally imposed royalty fees
for Internet radio webcasters flushed out the little guys and
paved the way for big media conglomerates." ' 19 The article
predicted that "droves of small Internet radio stations will
be wiped off the cyber map in coming months ... and only
the wealthy, conglomerate-backed music providers like
Microsoft's Windowsmedia.com, Clear Channel, AOL's
Netscape radio site, MusicMatch and Yahoo!'s Launchcast
will dominate the playing field " '20
Furthermore, the passage of the SWSA and
subsequent publication of the Agreement only delay the fact
that, if successful, Eligible Small Webcasters will eventually
have to comply with the Order. Webcasters can only take
advantage of the lower royalty rates set forth in the
Agreement if their revenues are less than $500,000 during
2003 and less than $1,250,000 during 2004. Therefore, once
Eligible Small Webcasters begin to generate more than
$500,000 in gross revenues during 2003 or more than
$1,250,000 in gross revenues during 2004, they will have to
pay the royalty rates outlined in the Order. This means that
successful Eligible Small Webcasters will ultimately have to
generate a sufficient amount of revenue to enable them to
cover the elevated costs of doing business and still earn a
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competitive rate of return on their investment. This does
not appear possible in the current advertising and economic
environment.
2'
The net result is that the current royalty rate and
term structure hamstrings the overall development of the
webcasting industry by diminishing competition and ensuring
that the industry will only include two classes of
Webcasters-(I) Webcasters that make a business decision
to maintain their status as an Eligible Small Webcaster so
that they do not have to pay excessive royalty fees that would
almost certainly bankrupt them and (2) large media
conglomerates that are able to sustain hundreds of thousands
of dollars in startup losses before building a profitable
business model.
22
Streaming music over the Internet offers a promising,
revenue-generating opportunity for the recording industry
and the recording industry should encourage its
development.' 23 Just like FM radio before it, webcasting is
positioned to revolutionize the way music is transmitted,
experienced, enjoyed and, yes, even impact the way music is
purchased. 24 Unfortunately, an uncertain legal environment,












environment must be created that attracts investment,
encourages innovation and allows the overall music industry
to benefit. To this end, legislators and the affected parties
should: (a) rework the current royalty rate and term
structure, (b) charge Webcasters the same or less than
commercial AM/FM radio stations for the right to stream
copyrighted Sound Recordings over the Internet, (c) create
a general or broadcast performance right for copyright
owners of Sound Recordings and (d) continue to work with
foreign lawmakers and organizations to harmonize intellectual
property laws across national borders.
First, the current royalty rate and term structure
should be fundamentally reworked. The current system
includes a patchwork of fee schedules covering several classes
of services that perform copyrighted Sound Recordings by
means of a Digital Audio Transmission. This system creates
excessive and inconsistent royalty fees with terms that are
unnecessarily complicated and burdensome. 26 Furthermore,
the royalty rates recommended by the first CARP were based
largely on theYahoo!/RIAA license agreement, 27 which was
reportedly structured to shut out smallWebcasters and stifle
competition.'28 Although the royalty rates published in the
Order and Agreement are less than the rates proposed by
the initial CARP, the resulting royalty rates were based on
the CARP's recommendation and still create a significant
barrier for small Webcasters. Moreover, the current royalty
rate and fee schedules create a unique problem for small
Webcasters that become successful. As stated in SectionVI,
once small Webcasters grow beyond a certain point, they
will be required to pay royalty fees that will almost certainly
cause them to either go bankrupt or make a business decision
to remain small. In the end, there is no common sense
rationale to create or defend a legal structure that makes it
difficult for small business to compete and that delivers a
potentially decapitating blow to small businesses that actually
reach a measurable level of success.
Additionally, there should be transparency among
the various royalty rate and term schedules governing
services that perform copyrighted Sound Recording by means
of a Digital Audio Transmission. Currently, some of the
schedules, such as the schedule that governs satellite radio
services, are not available to the public and they should be
made available.
There is no






)urae it devlopm nt. commercial
AM/FM radio
services should
be a matter of
public record while the rates and terms for satellite radio
services are not. Internet,AM/FM and satellite radio services
all exploit Sound Recordings as the cornerstone of their
business model and indirectly compete for consumers.
Another point to consider is that Internet radio stations are
moving closer to making their streams available in
automobiles while satellite radio stations are currently making
their streams available through personal computers and in
the home entertainment environment. As a result, Internet,
AM/FM and satellite radio services could soon find themselves
directly competing for the same consumers. Considering
this possibility, lawmakers should take deliberate steps to
ensure they do not unintentionally create a competitive
advantage for one technology over the other. In other words,
the marketplace and not legal favoritism, should determine
which technology enjoys support and ultimate success. Thus,
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to avoid the appearance of special treatment and to benefit
the development of a healthy and competitive marketplace
for the transmission of digital music, there should be
transparency among the various rate and term schedules.
Second,Webcasters should be charged the same or
less than commercial AM/FM radio stations for the right to
stream copyrighted Sound Recordings over the Internet.This
is because, when it comes to webcasting, both Webcasters
and commercial AM/FM radio stations do the same thing-
they stream music over the Internet. Although the Order
charges Webcasters the same as commercial AM/FM radio
stations, 29 the proposed order published on May 20, 2003,
charges Webcasters more than commercial AM/FM radio
stations. 30 In other words, under the proposed order,
commercial AM/FM radio stations will pay a lower royalty
rate thanWebcasters for the privilege of streaming the same
copyrighted Sound Recordings
over the Internet. Hence, AM/FM
radio stations will obtain a
competitive advantage when
entering the Internet radio
business. The proposed order
essentially subsidizes well-funded
and established media
conglomerates such as Clear
Channel and unfairly taxes
struggling Webcasters. 3'
Consequently, the proposed order
will further handicap the
development of the nascent webcasting industry. Instead of
maintaining a system that benefits one group over another,
Webcasters and commercial AM/FM radio stations should
be charged the same fee for the right to stream the same
copyrighted Sound Recordings over the Internet. If, however,
one service is charged less than the other, it seems lawmakers
can justify charging Webcasters less than commercial AM/
FM radio stations in order to nurture the development of a
new industry.
Third, the RIAA should focus its political efforts on
creating a long-awaited general or broadcast performance right
for copyright owners of Sound Recordings. This action will
both level the competitive playing field between Webcasters
and commercial AM/FM radio stations and help to establish
an additional revenue source for copyright owners of Sound
Recordings. Logic and equity dictate that if Webcasters are
required to pay performance royalty fees for the right to
perform copyrighted Sound Recordings over the Internet,
then commercial AM/FM radio stations should likewise be
required to pay performance royalty fees for the right to
perform copyrighted Sound Recordings over the airways.
Over the years, conventional radio broadcasters have built a
$19 billion a year industry based on the creative works of
artists and record companies without having to obtain a
Sound Recording performance license, pay Sound Recording
performance royalty fees or meet any Sound Recording
recordkeeping requirements. 3 2 The time has come for
commercial AM/FM radio stations to pay for the right to
play copyrighted Sound Recordings over the airways.
Creating a general or broadcast performance right
for copyright owners of Sound Recordings will also generate
a significant amount of revenue for copyright owners of Sound
Recordings from both domestic and foreign AM/FM radio
stations. For example, it is estimated that because the U.S.
has not signed the Rome Convention,'33 which requires its
signatories to adhere to a broadcast performance right, other
signatories to the treaty generally do not pay U.S. copyright
owners of Sound Recordings their share of the collected
Sound Recording royalty fees. The total value of these unpaid
fees is estimated at approximately $600 million over the
past several years. 34 Keep in mind that this figure does not
consider Sound Recording performance royalty fees that
could have been collected from U.S. commercial AM/FM radio
stations during the same period. Clearly, copyright owners
of Sound Recordings could earn a significant amount of
revenue if they became entitled to collect performance
royalty fees from AM/FM radio stations that exploit their
creative works, which could offset some of the losses that
the recording industry has recently endured.'
Fourth, although the U.S. is struggling with
establishing a single coherent rule of law that governs
copyrighted works in the digital age within its own borders,
the U.S. must continue to develop its laws in harmony with
the laws of other nations. 36 There must be a sustained effort
to harmonize the laws of nations in order to create a global
legal framework that fosters competition in the broader
marketplace, establishes transparency among disparate legal
systems and optimizes revenue for copyright owners of
Sound Recordings. The greater harmony that is achieved,
the easier it will be to govern trans-border streaming of
media and ultimately manage the novel legal issues that are
sure to challenge the courts in this digital age. Harmony
between legal regimes will also allow services to compete
on a more level playing field and hedge against services forum
shopping for the country with the most favorable laws in
which to establish their business. Moreover, greater harmony
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will make it easier for services to satisfy the various laws of
nations and make it more likely that royalty fees will be
collected and distributed to the rightful copyright owners.
The most direct approach to ensure the
development of the webcasting industry is for the RIAA and
SoundExchange to acknowledge that the current legal
framework is dysfunctional and take proactive steps to
remedy the situation. The RIAA and SoundExchange should
use their collective position to voluntarily enter into
negotiations withWebcasters and fashion a true marketplace
agreement that is based on current market realities, not
unrealistic future assumptions that may or may not
materialize. This approach will take less time, less money
and will be more efficient than initiating another CARP
proceeding, pursuing litigation or engaging the legislative
process. Under the leadership of the RIAA and
SoundExchange, the nascent webcasting industry can begin
to flourish and copyright owners of Sound Recordings can
begin to earn more royalty fees in the process. After all, the
more services that stream copyrighted Sound Recordings
over the Internet, the more copyright owners will earn. It is
a win-win solution forWebcasters and copyright owners of
Sound Recordings that will have a broader impact on the
future of music and the public at large.
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